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Court Gives Trump a Partial Victory in Mar-a-Lago
Documents Case
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U.S. District Judge Aileen Cannon ruled on
Monday on Donald Trump’s motion to
appoint a “special master” (typically a
retired judge or lawyer) to review all of the
documents seized by the FBI from his home
in Palm Beach, Florida, on August 8.

In her statement, she declared that:

Pursuant to the Court’s equitable
jurisdiction and inherent supervisory
authority, and mindful of the need to
ensure at least the appearance of
fairness and integrity under the
extraordinary circumstances
presented, Plaintiff’s Motion … is
GRANTED IN PART.

What does “to ensure at least the appearance of fairness and integrity” mean? Is this a disclaimer that
the entire incident is fraught with intrigue, illegality, and falsehoods? Is it a warning to the FBI and the
Department of Justice that she will brook no further outrageous behavior going forward?

She approved Trump’s demand for a special master:

The Court hereby authorizes the appointment of a special master to review the seized
property for personal items and documents and potentially privileged material subject to
claims of attorney-client and/or executive privilege.

That covers the more than 33 boxes the FBI seized which, it was later learned, contained more than
11,000 documents.

It also prevents the DOJ and its FBI from “reviewing” the seized documents, despite the fact that the
government had informed her that they had already completed their “review”:  

Furthermore, in natural conjunction with that appointment, and consistent with the value
and sequence of special master procedures, the Court also temporarily enjoins the
Government from reviewing and using the seized materials for investigative purposes
pending completion of the special master’s review or further Court order.

So, while the government agencies have completed their “review” of all of those 11,000-plus
documents, she ordered them not to use them for “investigative purposes,” whatever that means.

But the separate investigation being performed by the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) will be
allowed to continue unimpeded:
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This Order shall not impede the classification review and/or intelligence assessment by the
Office of the Director of National Intelligence.

The present DNI, Avril Haines, is likely no fan of Donald Trump, having served as assistant to the
president during the Obama administration.

According to the enhanced listing of documents reluctantly and belatedly provided by the FBI, its two
dozen agents, over a nine-hour period on August 8, seized 11,385 documents, but only 103 of them
were marked “classified.”

Small matter: The search warrant issued by the notoriously anti-Trump magistrate was written so
broadly that the agents raided the entire facility, including Melania’s closet and underwear drawer and,
it is now revealed, Trump’s son Barron’s bedroom. Trump should be happy they didn’t take the
furniture and his grand piano.

Trump asked the court to return everything that wasn’t classified. The judge said no — not until the
soon-to-be-named special master has completed his/her “review” of all those documents. The judge also
failed to suppress any “evidence” that the FBI might have already uncovered as part of its investigation.

As Trump spokesman Taylor Budowich declared, “This unprecedented and unnecessary raid of
President Trump’s home was not some surgical, confined search and retrieval that the Biden
administration claims. It was a SMASH AND GRAB!”

In light of all that has been revealed so far, many believe the raid was conducted for nefarious
purposes: 1) to keep Trump so preoccupied with the legal wrangling that is likely to go on for years (á la
the Mueller investigation) that he’ll be unable to focus all of his time and attention on supporting
candidates and holding rallies; and 2) to continue to sully his name in the public eye and make it so
toxic that candidates being supported by him or claiming to support him and his policies will lose
support from voters come November.

The special master will be named on Friday. So far, the first list of potential candidates contains at least
one with a history of virulent hatred of Trump.

Related articles:

FBI Raid on Trump Highlights Deep State Lawlessness

Former Prosecutor: FBI Raid on Trump Not About Docs; Agents Sought Evidence of Link to J6 Protest
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